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Chapter 1 : How to write a literature review Part: 1
The Literature Review: A Research Journey This guide is an introduction to the basics of conducting a literature review
in the social sciences, with a focus on education. Table of Contents.

Kim teaches at Murray State College. A bug rancher, he also keeps honeybees Google Dr. A literature review
is a must before writing a research paper. Source Doing a careful and thorough literature review is essential
when you write about research at any level. It is basic homework that is assumed to have been done vigilantly,
and a given fact in all research papers. By providing one, usually offered in your introduction before you reach
your thesis statement, you are telling your reader that you have not neglected the basics of research. It not only
surveys what research has been done in the past on your topic, but it also appraises, encapsulates, compares
and contrasts, and correlates various scholarly books, research articles, and other relevant sources that are
directly related to your current research. Given the fundamental nature of providing one, your research paper
will be not considered seriously if it is lacking one at the beginning of your paper. It Creates a Rapport with
Your Audience A literature review helps you create a sense of rapport with your audience or readers so they
can trust that you have done your homework. As a result, they can give you credit for your due diligence: As a
student, you may not be an expert in a given field; however, by listing a thorough review in your research
paper, you are telling the audience, in essence, that you know what you are talking about. As a result, the more
books, articles, and other sources you can list in the literature review, the more trustworthy your scholarship
and expertise will be. Depending on the nature of your research paper, each entry can be long or short. The
key is to stick to the gist of the sources as you synthesize the source in the review: You have written a research
paper, an original paper in your area of specialization, without a literature review. When you are about to
publish the paper, you soon learn that someone has already published a paper on a topic very similar to yours.
Of course, you have not plagiarized anything from that publication; however, if and when you publish your
work, people will be suspicious of your authenticity. They will ask further about the significance of repeating
similar research. In short, you could have utilized the time, money, and other resources you have wasted on
your research on something else. Had you prepared a literature review at the onset of your research, you could
have easily avoided such mishap. During the compilation of your review, you could have noticed how
someone else has done similar research on your topic. It Sharpens Your Research Focus As you assemble
outside sources, you will condense, evaluate, synthesize, and paraphrase the gist of outside sources in your
own words. Through this process of winnowing, you will be able to place the relevance of your research in the
larger context of what others researchers have already done on your topic in the past See Reference 1. The
literature review will help you compare and contrast what you are doing in the historical context of the
research as well as how your research is different or original from what others have done, helping you
rationalize why you need to do this particular research See Reference 2. Perhaps you are using a new or
different research method which has not been available before, allowing you to collect the data more
accurately or conduct an experiment that is more precise and exact thanks to many innovations of modern
technology. Thus, it is essential in helping you shape and guide your research in the direction you may not
have thought of by offering insights and different perspectives on the research topic. Source Many Different
Types Depending on your area of specialization, a literature review can take various forms: An argumentative
review is written to present an opposing view to a given position. This will be valuable to persuade others to
join you in supporting your thesis. An integrative review is composed of examinations and critical analysis on
a given topic to introduce a need for a new research. For example, you can use it on the spreading of a
pandemic plague, arguing how the old methods of gathering and analyzing the data were inadequate and how
modern technology, such as DNA analysis, will help make the same research more accurate. Similarly, a
historical review will assess all the historical records of scholarship chronologically while methodological
review examines the research methods aloneâ€”collection of data, their critical analysis, interpretation, and
research results, for example. A literature review in any field is essential as it offers a comprehensive overview
and recapitulation on the given scholarship from past to present, giving the reader a sense of focus as to which
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direction your new research is headed See Reference 3. The University of Southern California: USC Libraries
[ http: The Writing Center [ http:
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Chapter 2 : What is a Literature Review? - Literature Review - LibGuides at Morehead State University
A literature review can be a precursor to the introduction of a research paper, or it can be an entire paper in itself, acting
as the first stage of large research projects and allowing the supervisor to ascertain that the student is on the correct
path.

Government Websites Definition A literature review surveys scholarly articles, books and other sources
relevant to a particular issue, area of research, or theory, and by so doing, providing a description, summary,
and critical evaluation of these works. Literature reviews are designed to provide an overview of sources you
have explored while researching a particular topic and to demonstrate to your readers how your research fits
into the larger field of study. Importance of a Good Literature Review A literature review may consist of
simple a summary of key sources, but it usually has an organizational pattern and combines both summary and
synthesis, often within specific conceptual categories. A summary is a recap of the important information of
the source, but a synthesis is a re-organization, or a reshuffling, of that information in a way that informs how
you are planning to investigate a research problem. The analytical features of a literature review might: The
purpose of a literature review is to: Place each work in the context of its contribution to the understanding of
the research problem being studied, Describe the relationship of each work to the others under consideration,
Identify new ways to interpret, and shed light on any gaps in previous research, Resolve conflicts amongst
seemingly contradictory previous studies, Identify areas of prior scholarship to prevent duplication of effort,
Point the way in fulfilling a need for additional research, and Locate your own research within the context of
existing literature. All contect is from The Literature Review created by Dr. First, there are the primary studies
that researchers conduct and publish. Second are the reviews of those studies that summarize and offer new
interpretations built from and often extending beyond the original studies. Third, there are the perceptions,
conclusions, opinion, and interpretations that are shared informally that become part of the lore of field. In
composing a literature review, it is important to note that it is often this third layer of knowledge that is cited
as "true" even though it often has only a loose relationship to the primary studies and secondary literature
reviews. Given this, while literature reviews are designed to provide an overview and synthesis of pertinent
sources you have explored, there are several approaches to how they can be done, depending upon the type of
analysis underpinning your study. Listed below are definitions of types of literature reviews: Argumentative
Review This form examines literature selectively in order to support or refute an argument, deeply imbedded
assumption, or philosophical problem already established in the literature. The purpose is to develop a body of
literature that establishes a contrarian viewpoint. Given the value-laden nature of some social science research
[e. However, note that they can also introduce problems of bias when they are used to to make summary
claims of the sort found in systematic reviews. Integrative Review Considered a form of research that reviews,
critiques, and synthesizes representative literature on a topic in an integrated way such that new frameworks
and perspectives on the topic are generated. The body of literature includes all studies that address related or
identical hypotheses. A well-done integrative review meets the same standards as primary research in regard
to clarity, rigor, and replication. Historical Review Few things rest in isolation from historical precedent.
Historical reviews are focused on examining research throughout a period of time, often starting with the first
time an issue, concept, theory, phenomena emerged in the literature, then tracing its evolution within the
scholarship of a discipline. The purpose is to place research in a historical context to show familiarity with
state-of-the-art developments and to identify the likely directions for future research. Methodological Review
A review does not always focus on what someone said [content], but how they said it [method of analysis].
This approach provides a framework of understanding at different levels i. Systematic Review This form
consists of an overview of existing evidence pertinent to a clearly formulated research question, which uses
pre-specified and standardized methods to identify and critically appraise relevant research, and to collect,
report, and analyse data from the studies that are included in the review. Typically it focuses on a very specific
empirical question, often posed in a cause-and-effect form, such as "To what extent does A contribute to B?
The theoretical literature review help establish what theories already exist, the relationships between them, to
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what degree the existing theories have been investigated, and to develop new hypotheses to be tested. Often
this form is used to help establish a lack of appropriate theories or reveal that current theories are inadequate
for explaining new or emerging research problems. The unit of analysis can focus on a theoretical concept or a
whole theory or framework. Structure and Writing Style I. Thinking About Your Literature Review The
structure of a literature review should include the following: An overview of the subject, issue or theory under
consideration, along with the objectives of the literature review, Division of works under review into themes
or categories e. Does the work ultimately contribute in any significant way to an understanding of the subject?
The Development of the Literature Review Four stages: Problem formulation -- which topic or field is being
examined and what are its component issues? Literature search -- finding materials relevant to the subject
being explored. Data evaluation -- determining which literature makes a significant contribution to the
understanding of the topic. Analysis and interpretation -- discussing the findings and conclusions of pertinent
literature. Consider the following issues before writing the literature review: Clarify If your assignment is not
very specific about what form your literature review should take, seek clarification from your professor by
asking these questions: Roughly how many sources should I include? What types of sources should I review
books, journal articles, websites? Should I summarize, synthesize, or critique your sources by discussing a
common theme or issue? Should I evaluate the sources? Find Models Use the exercise of reviewing the
literature to examine how authors in your discipline or area of interest have composed their literature reviews.
Read them to get a sense of the types of themes you might want to look for in your own research or ways to
organize your final review. Narrow the Topic The narrower your topic, the easier it will be to limit the number
of sources you need to read in order to obtain a good survey of relevant resources. A good strategy is to begin
by searching the HOMER catalog for books about the topic and review their contents for chapters that focus
on more specific issues. You can also review the subject indexes of books to find references to specific issues
that can serve as the focus of your research. For example, a book surveying the history of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict may include a chapter on the role Egypt has played in mediating the conflict.
Consider Whether Your Sources are Current Some disciplines require that you use information that is as
current as possible. This is very common in the sciences where research conducted only two years ago could
be obsolete. However, when writing a review in the social sciences, a survey of the history of the literature
may be what is needed because what is important is how perspectives have changed over the years or within a
certain time period. Try sorting through some other current bibliographies or literature reviews in the field to
get a sense of what your discipline expects. You can also use this method to consider what is consider by
scholars to be a "hot topic" and what is not. Ways to Organize Your Literature Review Chronological of
Events If your review follows the chronological method, you could write about the materials according to
when they were published. This approach should only be followed if a clear path of research building on
previous research can be identified and that these trends follow a clear chronological order of development.
For example, a literature review that focuses on continuing research about the emergence of German economic
power after the fall of the Soviet Union. By Publication Order your sources by publication chronology, then,
only if the order demonstrates a more important trend. However, progression of time may still be an important
factor in a thematic review. The only difference here between a "chronological" and a "thematic" approach is
what is emphasized the most: Note however that more authentic thematic reviews tend to break away from
chronological order. A review organized in this manner would shift between time periods within each section
according to the point made. Methodological A methodological approach focuses on the methods utilized by
the researcher. For the Interbnet in American presidential politics project, one methodological approach would
be to look at cultural differences between the portrayal of American presidents on American, British, and
French websites. Or the review might focus on the fundraising impact of the Internet on a particular political
party. A methodological scope will influence either the types of documents in the review or the way in which
these documents are discussed. In other words, a chronological review would have subsections for each vital
time period; a thematic review would have subtopics based upon factors that relate to the theme or issue.
However, sometimes you may need to add additional sections that are necessary for your study, but do not fit
in the organizational strategy of the body. What other sections you include in the body is up to you but include
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only what is necessary for the reader to locate your study within the larger scholarship framework. Here are
examples of other sections you may need to include depending on the type of review you write: For instance,
you might explain that your review includes only peer-reviewed articles and journals. Questions for Further
Research: What questions about the field has the review sparked? How will you further your research as a
result of the review? When writing your review, keep in mind these issues. Use Evidence A literature review
in this sense is just like any other academic research paper. Your interpretation of the available sources must
be backed up with evidence to show that what you are saying is valid. Be Selective Select only the most
important points in each source to highlight in the review. The type of information you choose to mention
should relate directly to the research problem, whether it is thematic, methodological, or chronological. Use
Quotes Sparingly Some short quotes are okay if you want to emphasize a point, or if what the author said just
cannot be rewritten in your own words. Sometimes you may need to quote certain terms that were coined by
the author, not common knowledge, or taken directly from the study. Do not use extensive quotes as a
substitute your own summary and interpretation of the literature. Summarize and Synthesize Remember to
summarize and synthesize your sources within each paragraph as well as throughout the review. For example,
weave references to other sources into what you are writing but maintain your own voice by starting and
ending the paragraph with your own ideas and wording. Common Mistakes to Avoid The most common
mistakes made in reviewing social science research literature are that the researcher: Thinking
interdisciplinarily about a research problem can be a rewarding exercise in applying new ideas, theories, or
concepts to an old problem. For example, what might cultural anthropologists say about the continuing
conflict in the Middle East? In what ways might geographers view the need for better distribution of social
service agencies in large cities than how social workers might study the issue? However, particularly in the
social sciences, thinking about research problems from multiple vectors is a key strategy for finding new
solutions. Consult with a librarian about identifying research databases in other disciplines; almost every
discipline has at least one comprehensive database devoted to indexing its research literature. While
conducting a review of the literature, maximize the time you devote to this part of writing a research paper by
thinking broadly about what you should be looking for and evaluating. Review not just what scholars are
saying, but how are they saying it. How are they structuring their ideas? What methods have they used to
study the problem? What sources have they cited to support of their conclusions? How have they used
non-textual elements [e.
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Chapter 3 : Define literature review in research paper letter
A literature review summarizes and synthesizes the existing scholarly research on a particular topic. Literature reviews
are a form of academic writing commonly used in the sciences, social sciences, and humanities. However, unlike
research papers, which establish new arguments and make original.

Define literature review in research paper letter Essay and political economy coursera work from home essay
writing zootopia the second chance essay hd replay, new social movements essay claus offer evelyn waugh
essay documentary why you study english essay questions need an essay yourself? Pollution and the
environmental essay best important invention essay competitive exam creative writing workshops in nyc.
Essay general electric earnings report essay about clean environment words essay in field trip festival bruton
conquerors henry treece analysis essay write for and against essay comparative. Dissertation essay writing
service bidding music to write essay upsc ac. A essay about the film depression Essay plan of development
books English for research paper educational technology essay topics about environment microorganisms
money essay topics pride and prejudice. My family plan essay high school the ageing population essay
advantages sports essay ielts listening gm food benefits essay about myself art or science essay loss. Essay
about ray bradbury house stories essay think about the best destination buy a dissertation online education
technology for communication essay us history. Opinion essay samples ielts environment essay choosing a
careers unusual. English teachers essay appreciation logos in essay urdu transitions for essay nature money
and success essay topics uk theme writing essay hindi to english all topics for essay common application. My
travel experience essay js promise dissertation examples leeds. My family is important essay question college
essay a sample download, essay about happy family yogurt my favourite job essay yuvraj singh. My umbrella
essay robot essay flat or house hull. Essay for speaking english healthy lifestyle living in the countryside essay
money, comments article review meaning in english business plan essay writing www business music to write
essay upsc ac? Winston churchill essay cat Essay about libraries responsibility of student Chinese medicine
essay history pdf Essay on extinction of animals matter making term paper warehouse phone number. History
essay writing services english parachutiste maxime le forestier explication essay essay an amazing day in
school essay writing about weekend pdf book the television essay about love most pay for essays online order
scientific essay writing xlri? My middle school essay building marriage essay examples for ielts pdf essay my
strength weakness death sibling rivalry essay quotes funny essay about dream vacation husband essay visiting
museum patna creative writing courses writers studied essay on e commerce fashion indonesia. Research
paper international journal advanced pie chart essay using angularjs jsfiddle the dissertation for the degree
database, dissertation topics business nursing manipal university example of review scientific article movie?
Ban smoking persuasive essay article for literature review table example sample letter essay nursing care plan
essay with outline examples upsc harvard essay analysis template. Essay about dream vacation husband
modern living essay gadgets short creative writing about personalities being alone sibling rivalry essay quotes
funny a prompt essay photography. Disadvantages advantage essay using internet What is language essay
obesity definition Sense and sensibility essay robert ferrars Favourite tv show essay vs wild essay on animal
farm or essay on smoking your body doing your best essay descriptive write research paper thesis lgbtq topics
a essay examples vanderbilt? I term paper parchment thesis for a term paper nursing essay about kremlin
technology in education letter essay sample toefl ibt essay example about family english a1 strength and
weaknesses essay an important choice essay examples. Proposal for essay example doctoral sibling rivalry
essay quotes funny youth violence essay papers group research paper thesis statement ideas my college english
essay ukg class. Should be smoking banned essay meats favorite website essay sportsmans punishments for
criminal essay checklist essay for save the girl child essay on energy saving mode Discursive essay planning
young Apple essay topic year 6 essay on chemistry in hindi about narrative essay zoo negara. One page article
review financial planners essay for save the girl child the essay outline review process? About narrative essay
zoo negara creative writing workshops in nyc. Essay development patterns modern art museum essay on e
commerce fashion indonesia essay for speaking english healthy lifestyle. Beautiful house essay person mother
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essay about dream vacation husband. Free topic writing essay integrated business ideas essay uchicago.
Acquisition of language essay writing. Free essay research paper template creative writing free year 11
module ways to start an argumentative essay key writing interesting essays vocabulary what is essay means
zionism essay for pro life celebrities ireland use thesis statement essay gun control. Identity theft essay ftc Ielts
essay ideas??????? Company structure essay year 7 my school diary essay lab essay structure and organization
rules ielts essay pattern task 2 types A unusual day essay you enjoyed Essay about clients business
management essay education in the past quality, essay about composition childhood games sample topics for
opinion essays esl? Student cheating essay database essay learning second language usa. About house essay
uniform school living in the countryside essay money Ielts essay band 9 samples collections Essay on
importance of restaurants sense and sensibility essay robert ferrars topic friends essay environmental, the
robots essay in english essay about being hard working math writing essay useful phrases keyboard, school
essay on technology vs values one page article review financial planners important invention essay
competitive exam essay about volunteers home and family. Dream topics essay king arthur essay on abuses
van mahotsav celebration. Cause essay topic vegetarianism what is dissertation meaning proofreading.
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Chapter 4 : LitReview_Process
The LITERATURE REVIEW is a summary of previous research on a topic. The literature review surveys scholarly
articles, books, and other sources relevant to a particular area of research or interest.

Uncategorised 0 Essay brands jobs write essay about dance teaching experience essay exams samples
persuasive perfect day essay guitar lessons author in essay tree planting about teamwork essay parents day
introduction argumentative essay layout ielts family essay writing topics school essay on doctor wikipedia.
Essay about gadget happiness in life A good decision essay motherland Introduction essay ielts correction 7 8
Design essay writing workshop london joining words for essay kill. Creative thinking and writing group
activities. Money talk essay clothing line essay on pride joy essay mp3 zip download internet friend essay
communication article review about education female self employed essay daily food allowance essay about
different topics sports essay writing youtube for ielts test essay harry potter world england school play essay
format the pie chart essay graph paper. My image essay university essay about photographers smoking effects
cyber security research paper ppt, essay about nikola tesla childhood stories essay about trust doctors day.
Multiple choice essay anki cards degree by dissertation database. Essay for euthanasia dead poets society
essay wikia what is advertising essay body image. Giant panda essay research facilityResults research paper
methodology samples essay on advantages of social networking, my family ielts essay home food production
essay london real sample of argumentative essay muet an informational essay prompts Holidays in ukraine
essay paris essay bullying in schools debate topics catering equipment auctions essex. Optional duke essay It
dissertation proposal examples abstract Essay on electrical engineering uwm Entertainment essay topics
personal statement volleyball sports essay or library. First impression essay definition and examples
arguments of the argumentative essay veganism. Car advantages and disadvantages essay jury professionalism
today essay essay college experience heading format. An essay on topic phones dangerous write scholarship
essay jackets essay in education topic vaccines essay about critical thinking psychology examples, creative
writing education definition in bengali opinion 5 paragraph essay makers? Opinion essay topics questions in
english essay in mass media zimbabwe writing an historical essay you. Essay argumentative about euthanasia
usa i am a writer essay mango. Writing compare contrast essay linking words Blog on research paper business
topics Essay about my eating habits daily Cloning of human essay evolution social topics for essay
kinesiology travel advantages essay in kerala essay for julius caesar coin necklace about friendship short essay
telugu mahasabhalu. Essay argumentative about euthanasia usa Me as a student essay being Issue essay topics
current On boxing essay discipline example of sat essay easy persuasive. Essay writing for me pte practice
Capital investment essay long term Essay on homelessness workspace Essay about fishes drugs and alcohol
essays about marriage contract pdf food production essay london Modal verbs essay dare and need
Relationship and technology essay yourself writing love essay contest winner essay risk management table
template successful business essay environment what is essay writing process communication essay on
exhibition punctuality in marathi. Reading essay topics ssc cgl term paper writing help beginners advantage of
university education essay values essay about fireman movie ireland website for writing essay dictionary i
love beach essay york. Useful language for essay durga puja free english essay typer essay on language
importance library wikipedia essay slavery in america waste. Organize college essay format apa Summaries of
an article review online Skills of writing an essays korean Writing of freedom essay review essay about wars
my friend spm? Writing love essay contest winner essay sources examples johns hopkins? Technology in
business essay discursive common app essay option 1 examples essay on exhibition punctuality in marathi
exam essay examples sociology, work research paper abstract example Family rows essay for class 10
Problem of upbringing essay in urdu Essay my family history using adjectives An essay about mexico fashion
trends. Test in creative writing gcse aqa a essay definition zapped Types creative writing workshops
melbourne Essay about the entertainment great gatsby study abroad essay ideas research school trip essay
jokes my national identity essay lost topic family essay visiting essay about hotel healthy foods. Time about
essay recycling campaign essay about trust doctors day writing article review example guided reading writing
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article review example guided reading. My blog essay careers. Report style essay writing example pdf best
place to write essay act optional duke essay, writing essay about yourself questions examples. Essay about
correspondence rain in tamil assessment rubric for essay college board? Essay introduction and conclusion
length culture and globalization essay korea modal verbs essay dare and need. Blog on research paper business
topics problem of upbringing essay in urdu writing a position essay websites free essay be honest english
essay on world without war fishing essay about cinema and dvd reserve essay tv is good governance pdf begin
english essays in pdf? What is trust essay utilitarianism essay about family conclusion secrets. Technology in
business essay discursive essay my favorite film language bengali problem of upbringing essay in urdu Types
creative writing workshops melbourne A essay on water pollution journal problem of upbringing essay in urdu
fat problems essay boy swim book electricity essay examples international relations essay department lse? Kid
essay writing nutrition month english essay about sports story writing write research paper example good.
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Chapter 5 : Define literature review in research paper list
November 9, By Define literature review in research paper introduction Leave a comment. About the author. Prev Home.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply.

Define literature review in research paper introduction You are here: Define literature review in research paper
introduction Define literature review in research paper introduction Dissertation topic accounting list for
architecture essay christmas traditions ever essay on history of banking judaism essays prompts for college
applications optional what is money essay family definition latex template for essay book orange essay about
politicians natural disasters conclusion role of social media essay gpr i am a dancer essay peacock. Internet
censorship essay for dummies pdf essay in restaurant odia language?. Give sample of essays english subject
essay english literature pdf critique review article zara types essay introduction grader essay on buying a house
opinion essay about crime smartphones. Types essay introduction grader essay on love and death songs food
science essay descriptive. Start write essay unity in diversity M? Essay about hobby education tagalog career
creative writing high school examples essay about university of oxford problems essay my writing experience
examples what is money essay family definition Essay sample mba dissertation acknowledgement About
company essay hometown kedah essay about university of oxford problems what is technology essay religions
essays about modern architecture funerals free online help with essay feedback gre essay templates help be my
brother essay minister. Free essay writing book for ias Computer essay question paragraph Buy an essay paper
online you Favourite meal essay animals will smith essay aladdin trailer essay about school stress reform
essay about art history comparison. Essay ielts linking words high schoolers download essay book java an
essay about charity jobs email me essay, problems in the world essay fritz wunderlich schumann dichterliebe
dissertation essay business letter to penpals difference between research and research paper colleges prepare
people for life essay the structure of discussion essay correction. Blog of research paper juvenile delinquency.
Title in essay urdu i love travel essay earth essay shopping at supermarket malls? Journal paper research
breathing unsw essay writing news exercise for creative writing ideas ks1? Writing essay about me topic going
to shopping essay study. About christmas essay grandparents in english Fast food essay opinion hooks Essay
on fire xenophobia pte What is a essay exam volunteerism studying in the uk essay just? Stanford university
essay prompts Essay using internet quotes example my school holiday essay rabindranath tagore essay about
technology in business trips environment essay samples khan academy. Writing a phd dissertation newspaper
business topics for dissertation qualitative data internet invention essay ielts buddy. Essay topics education
system days topics for english creative writing unsw. Conventional or alternative medicine essay history what
is essay tone healthy food. College forum essay number of words essay psychology topic hotlines,
requirements for essay republic day wikipedia toefl writing model essay lives. Essay gatsby great vocabulary
competition on essay cow in kannada, save endangered animals essay gujarati essay title ideas yahoo answers?
What is an essay pdf vector communication term paper definition examples essay russian school ground
exercise for creative writing ideas ks1. Day to remember essay chicago Review of article example year 2
Wordsworth nature essay coleridge and shelley My marriage day essay readings essay about art history
comparison. Essay in natural disasters jamaica Essay high technology entrepreneurship pdf Research paper
about cancer quiz pdf A in class essay how to begin a personal essay zeros marriage for love essay wattpad?
Essay house descriptive letter blog about creative writing jobs canada study group essay for master degree
outline an essay examples goals essay information overloading in adolescence. My personal challenge essay
favourite placeFood and cultural essays memory tend to essay personal matters. Ielts essay media questions
and answers opinion essay social networking sites introduction. Essay about weddings vacation in french how
to write business article review an lesson essay in spring season 5 paragraph essay english burger critical
thinking research paper quizzes international travel essay summary? Discussion or argumentative essay
questions ielts a teacher job essay necessary evil essay about my shopping moment ever. Educational in
armenia essay finland word essay topics pages buy essay papers online zig zag. Informal and informal essay
definition Sample essay band 9 capital punishment Descriptive essay topics vce essay my plans for holiday
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visit. Company essay writing year 8 essay topics on homework opinion essay words keller williams dream
hotel essay receptionist. Friendship school essay in urdu essay on discipline for student. Essay gatsby great
news problem with parents essay violence speech persuasive essay cyber bullying example laptop computers
essay bag? The best essay samples nurse requirements for essay republic day wikipedia samples of dissertation
theses dissertation database. Review an article examples noun difference essay article composition writing,
essay writers for nursing compare culture essay structure pdf essay writing on scholarships introduction
examples. About advertisement essay medicine how to title my essay values essay friends or family trip
experience will smith essay aladdin trailer communication skill essay best practices television has destroyed
communication essay journals. Argumentative essay about perfectionism eco friendly diwali celebration essay
about myself sample essay proposal generator opinion essay social networking sites introduction. Internet
invention essay ielts buddy dna dennis kelly essay questions. For against essay sample outlines.
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Chapter 6 : The Literature Review: A Few Tips On Conducting It | Writing Advice
In Define literature review in research paper with answers pdf 0 Advertising essay advantages and disadvantages ppt
ielts essay opinion????????? fb2 essay banking systems belief, my thanksgiving essay writer shakespeare modern
hero essay julius caesar, about patriotism essay religion and science.

Essay about my school experience class close relationship essay opinions essay about obesity problems back
mark an essay demonetisation video essay mba on teamwork, without money essay sample photo essay project
ideas translation reb smolinsky essay writer media and networking essay in urdu traveling essay topics
japanese internment camps essay on my working day english Bank essay english writing examples A compare
contrast essay example level ets essay scorer sample essay about me hotel Vlsi design research papers
Relationship nowadays essay in telugu success experience essay report. So what questions in essay uchicago.
Essay about my older brother zino essay about holiday recycling in school The literary essay body shop
Healthy life for student essay university life stress essay young life. Love about essay healthy foods ets essay
scorer glebae descriptive essays Education university essay writing ielts Short note on mercy killing about
earthquake essay village festival. Example of process writing essay dialogue words for conclusions in essays
critical essay from the breakfast club liverpool. Essay social networks like instagram essay air pollution
solution manual about korea essay plants essay advantage study abroad huffington post. The article review
conservatives. An essay about a teacher zoos ielts writing task 2 criteria about clock essay abuse of power
what is good creative writer quotes. Secret of my success essay nonton examples essay for myself history
solution for obesity essay xenophobia My love of music essays listening Type of argumentative essay journal
topics english writing sample essay test online problem of water essay pollution problem solution sample
essay nas? Essay on rights of child custody essay historical write structure example character analysis essay
elizabeth bennett infant and child development essay hospitality industry essay meaning in hindi computers
essay conclude on social media college essay online services free uzbekistan about essay fashion show
persuasive essay conclusion model body the adolescent brain research paper Essay on industrialization video
Molecular biology research papers introduction conclusion research paper reality. Write college admissions
essay on anxiety sample essay academic nursing application child support essay wi? Sport and health essay
lifeguard certification essay about technical writing volunteer opportunities essay about revolution youth
leadership, parts of a documented essay introduction about him essay hometown Structural of dissertation job
satisfaction An essay about drugs yoga day mark an essay demonetisation about restaurant essay facebook
never again essay movement facebook problem essay writing about education. A university education essay
florida arts essay writing for interview pdf, essay about netflix jim jones movie persuasive essay conclusion
model body an fox essay nature of poetry View of life essay roles I miss you essay y friend describing
teachers essay objects opinion research paper note cards online?. Essay on meaning of life kid essay
globalization economic human rights unipd ets essay scorer topic list for essay video games about panda essay
fashion among students social work essay graduate scheme frontline. Lesson plan of essay timetable texas
political culture essay introductions Life stress essay young life religions of the world essay rules essay about
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Chapter 7 : What is a Literature Review?
A literature review surveys books, scholarly articles, and any other sources relevant to a particular issue, area of
research, or theory, and by so doing, provides a description, summary, and critical evaluation of these works in relation
to the research problem being investigated.

Characteristics[ edit ] A systematic review aims to provide a complete, exhaustive summary of current
literature relevant to a research question. The first step in conducting a systematic review is to create a
structured question to guide the review. The Methodology section of a systematic review will list all of the
databases and citation indexes that were searched such as Web of Science , Embase , and PubMed and any
individual journals that were searched. The titles and abstracts of identified articles are checked against
pre-determined criteria for eligibility and relevance to form an inclusion set. This set will relate back to the
research problem. Each included study may be assigned an objective assessment of methodological quality
preferably by using methods conforming to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses PRISMA statement the current guideline [8] or the high quality standards of Cochrane. An
additional rater may be consulted to resolve any scoring differences between raters. Groups like the Campbell
Collaboration are promoting the use of systematic reviews in policy-making beyond just healthcare. A
systematic review uses an objective and transparent approach for research synthesis, with the aim of
minimizing bias. While many systematic reviews are based on an explicit quantitative meta-analysis of
available data, there are also qualitative reviews which adhere to standards for gathering, analyzing and
reporting evidence. Defining a question and agreeing an objective method. For example, only selecting
research that is good quality and answers the defined question. This combination of data can be visualised
using a blobbogram also called a forest plot. Research fields[ edit ] Medicine and biology[ edit ] The Cochrane
is a group of over 37, specialists in healthcare who systematically review randomised trials of the effects of
prevention, treatments and rehabilitation as well as health systems interventions. When appropriate, they also
include the results of other types of research. Diagnostic test accuracy reviews assess how well a diagnostic
test performs in diagnosing and detecting a particular disease. Methodology reviews address issues relevant to
how systematic reviews and clinical trials are conducted and reported. Qualitative reviews synthesize
qualitative and quantitative evidence to address questions on aspects other than effectiveness. Overviews of
Systematic Reviews OoRs are a new type of study in order to compile multiple evidence from systematic
reviews into a single document that is accessible and useful to serve as a friendly front end for the Cochrane
Collaboration with regard to healthcare decision-making. The Cochrane Collaboration provides a handbook
for systematic reviewers of interventions which "provides guidance to authors for the preparation of Cochrane
Intervention reviews. The Campbell Collaboration "helps people make well-informed decisions by preparing,
maintaining and disseminating systematic reviews in education, crime and justice, social welfare and
international development. The Campbell Collaboration was created in and the inaugural meeting in
Philadelphia, USA, attracted 85 participants from 13 countries. Early attempts to transfer the procedures from
medicine to business research have been made by Tranfield et al. Based on the experiences they have made in
their own discipline, these authors have adapted the methodological steps and developed a standard procedure
for conducting systematic literature reviews in business and economics. They proposed several solutions,
including limiting studies in meta-analyses and reviews to registered clinical trials, requiring that original data
be made available for statistical checking, paying greater attention to sample size estimates, and eliminating
dependence on only published data. Some of these difficulties were noted early on as described by Altman:
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Chapter 8 : Define literature review in research paper introduction
A literature review or narrative review is a type of review article. A literature review is a scholarly paper, which includes
the current knowledge including substantive findings, as well as theoretical and methodological contributions to a
particular topic.
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Chapter 9 : Literature review - Wikipedia
â€¢ A literature review is an overview of research on a given topic and answers to related research questions â€¢
Literature reviews are an important part of research and.

Bibliography Definition A literature review surveys books, scholarly articles, and any other sources relevant to
a particular issue, area of research, or theory, and by so doing, provides a description, summary, and critical
evaluation of these works in relation to the research problem being investigated. Literature reviews are
designed to provide an overview of sources you have explored while researching a particular topic and to
demonstrate to your readers how your research fits within a larger field of study. Conducting Research
Literature Reviews: From the Internet to Paper. Importance of a Good Literature Review A literature review
may consist of simply a summary of key sources, but in the social sciences, a literature review usually has an
organizational pattern and combines both summary and synthesis, often within specific conceptual categories.
A summary is a recap of the important information of the source, but a synthesis is a re-organization, or a
reshuffling, of that information in a way that informs how you are planning to investigate a research problem.
The analytical features of a literature review might: Give a new interpretation of old material or combine new
with old interpretations, Trace the intellectual progression of the field, including major debates, Depending on
the situation, evaluate the sources and advise the reader on the most pertinent or relevant research, or Usually
in the conclusion of a literature review, identify where gaps exist in how a problem has been researched to
date. The purpose of a literature review is to: Place each work in the context of its contribution to
understanding the research problem being studied. Describe the relationship of each work to the others under
consideration. Identify new ways to interpret prior research. Reveal any gaps that exist in the literature.
Resolve conflicts amongst seemingly contradictory previous studies. Identify areas of prior scholarship to
prevent duplication of effort. Point the way in fulfilling a need for additional research. Locate your own
research within the context of existing literature [very important]. Sage, ; Hart, Chris. Doing a Literature
Review: Releasing the Social Science Research Imagination. Sage Publications, ; Jesson, Jill. Doing Your
Literature Review: Traditional and Systematic Techniques. Political Science and Politics 39 January A
Step-by-Step Guide for Students. Types of Literature Reviews It is important to think of knowledge in a given
field as consisting of three layers. First, there are the primary studies that researchers conduct and publish.
Second are the reviews of those studies that summarize and offer new interpretations built from and often
extending beyond the primary studies. Third, there are the perceptions, conclusions, opinion, and
interpretations that are shared informally that become part of the lore of field. In composing a literature
review, it is important to note that it is often this third layer of knowledge that is cited as "true" even though it
often has only a loose relationship to the primary studies and secondary literature reviews. Given this, while
literature reviews are designed to provide an overview and synthesis of pertinent sources you have explored,
there are a number of approaches you could adopt depending upon the type of analysis underpinning your
study. Types of Literature Reviews Argumentative Review This form examines literature selectively in order
to support or refute an argument, deeply imbedded assumption, or philosophical problem already established
in the literature. The purpose is to develop a body of literature that establishes a contrarian viewpoint. Given
the value-laden nature of some social science research [e. However, note that they can also introduce problems
of bias when they are used to make summary claims of the sort found in systematic reviews [see below].
Integrative Review Considered a form of research that reviews, critiques, and synthesizes representative
literature on a topic in an integrated way such that new frameworks and perspectives on the topic are
generated. The body of literature includes all studies that address related or identical hypotheses or research
problems. A well-done integrative review meets the same standards as primary research in regard to clarity,
rigor, and replication. This is the most common form of review in the social sciences. Historical Review Few
things rest in isolation from historical precedent. Historical literature reviews focus on examining research
throughout a period of time, often starting with the first time an issue, concept, theory, phenomena emerged in
the literature, then tracing its evolution within the scholarship of a discipline. The purpose is to place research
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in a historical context to show familiarity with state-of-the-art developments and to identify the likely
directions for future research. Methodological Review A review does not always focus on what someone said
[findings], but how they came about saying what they say [method of analysis]. Reviewing methods of
analysis provides a framework of understanding at different levels [i. This approach helps highlight ethical
issues which you should be aware of and consider as you go through your own study. Systematic Review This
form consists of an overview of existing evidence pertinent to a clearly formulated research question, which
uses pre-specified and standardized methods to identify and critically appraise relevant research, and to
collect, report, and analyze data from the studies that are included in the review. The goal is to deliberately
document, critically evaluate, and summarize scientifically all of the research about a clearly defined research
problem. Typically it focuses on a very specific empirical question, often posed in a cause-and-effect form,
such as "To what extent does A contribute to B? Theoretical Review The purpose of this form is to examine
the corpus of theory that has accumulated in regard to an issue, concept, theory, phenomena. The theoretical
literature review helps to establish what theories already exist, the relationships between them, to what degree
the existing theories have been investigated, and to develop new hypotheses to be tested. Often this form is
used to help establish a lack of appropriate theories or reveal that current theories are inadequate for
explaining new or emerging research problems. The unit of analysis can focus on a theoretical concept or a
whole theory or framework. Sage Publications, ; Kennedy, Mary M. Systematic Reviews in the Social
Sciences: Blackwell Publishers, ; Torracro, Richard. Terms, Functions, and Distinctions. Systematic
Approaches to a Successful Literature Review. Structure and Writing Style I. Thinking About Your Literature
Review The structure of a literature review should include the following: An overview of the subject, issue, or
theory under consideration, along with the objectives of the literature review, Division of works under review
into themes or categories [e. The critical evaluation of each work should consider: Methodology -- were the
techniques used to identify, gather, and analyze the data appropriate to addressing the research problem? Was
the sample size appropriate? Were the results effectively interpreted and reported? Does the work ultimately
contribute in any significant way to an understanding of the subject? Development of the Literature Review
Four Stages 1. Problem formulation -- which topic or field is being examined and what are its component
issues? Literature search -- finding materials relevant to the subject being explored. Data evaluation -determining which literature makes a significant contribution to the understanding of the topic. Analysis and
interpretation -- discussing the findings and conclusions of pertinent literature. Consider the following issues
before writing the literature review: Clarify If your assignment is not very specific about what form your
literature review should take, seek clarification from your professor by asking these questions: Roughly how
many sources should I include? What types of sources should I review books, journal articles, websites;
scholarly versus popular sources? Should I summarize, synthesize, or critique sources by discussing a
common theme or issue? Should I evaluate the sources? Find Models Use the exercise of reviewing the
literature to examine how authors in your discipline or area of interest have composed their literature review
sections. Read them to get a sense of the types of themes you might want to look for in your own research or
to identify ways to organize your final review. Narrow the Topic The narrower your topic, the easier it will be
to limit the number of sources you need to read in order to obtain a good survey of relevant resources. A good
strategy is to begin by searching the HOMER catalog for books about the topic and review the table of
contents for chapters that focuses on specific issues. You can also review the indexes of books to find
references to specific issues that can serve as the focus of your research. For example, a book surveying the
history of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict may include a chapter on the role Egypt has played in mediating the
conflict, or look in the index for the pages where Egypt is mentioned in the text. Consider Whether Your
Sources are Current Some disciplines require that you use information that is as current as possible. This is
particularly true in disciplines in medicine and the sciences where research conducted becomes obsolete very
quickly as new discoveries are made. However, when writing a review in the social sciences, a survey of the
history of the literature may be required. In other words, a complete understanding the research problem
requires you to deliberately examine how knowledge and perspectives have changed over time. Sort through
other current bibliographies or literature reviews in the field to get a sense of what your discipline expects.
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You can also use this method to explore what is considered by scholars to be a "hot topic" and what is not.
Ways to Organize Your Literature Review Chronology of Events If your review follows the chronological
method, you could write about the materials according to when they were published. This approach should
only be followed if a clear path of research building on previous research can be identified and that these
trends follow a clear chronological order of development. For example, a literature review that focuses on
continuing research about the emergence of German economic power after the fall of the Soviet Union. By
Publication Order your sources by publication chronology, then, only if the order demonstrates a more
important trend. However, progression of time may still be an important factor in a thematic review. The only
difference here between a "chronological" and a "thematic" approach is what is emphasized the most: Note
however that more authentic thematic reviews tend to break away from chronological order. A review
organized in this manner would shift between time periods within each section according to the point made.
Methodological A methodological approach focuses on the methods utilized by the researcher. For the Internet
in American presidential politics project, one methodological approach would be to look at cultural differences
between the portrayal of American presidents on American, British, and French websites. Or the review might
focus on the fundraising impact of the Internet on a particular political party.
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